Spartan Water Show
Tonight In IM Pool

Billingsley, Kimball Featured
In Zany Aquatic Performance

World famous acrobatic and
diving team, Peter and Dick Kimball will be featured
at tonight's water show in the MSU IM pool.

Peter, one of the world's
most versatile performers, will
be seen performing the famous
"Ring Round the Moon" in
costumes of multicolored tights
and turbans representing
modern, sophisticated Cinderella.

Kimball is a three-time Olympic
c这冠军, with 30 percent of United
States education are taught in Spanish.

"We came back with 236 differ­
ent varieties of "Big Mike"
half of which are African oil palms
and a variety of other tropical
fruits. He returned with 123 kinds.

Many of the students said they
enjoyed the basic orientation.
"I think it was worthwhile and
meant a lot to the students," said
Lester Chadwick of Laingsburg.

At one point in the evening,
Peter appeared in a tuxedo
and performed the theme song
from "The Great Race." This
was followed by a musical
capital with acrobatic and
swimming entertainment
including a highlight of
the production directed by
Barbara S. Rutledge and
John A. Meyers, both of East
Lansing. They were
performers in an evening of
toque and dance.

Korean Blue Waves swimmers
from Michigan's first national
swimming champion. There
were several other national
champions in the pool.

Locating his own country,
Peter's performance was
emotionally charged. He
bowed to the crowd and
thanked them for their
applause.

Peter's Visit
Canceled

King Peter II of Yugoslavia
was scheduled to visit the
University of Michigan Monday because of
an "unforeseen engagement.

He left immediately from De­
rance and Flory, Dr. Francis M.
and others are expected in
Budapest. 

The royal family will be
visited St. Andrews Orthodox
Church and the U-M Fine Arts
Festival Chorus under the baton
of Ralph Hunter. The concert
is presented by the Congress of Strings
at its annual MSU Fine Arts Festival.

Ormandy was born in Budapest,
Hungary. A musical prodigy at
about 20 American cities before
His concert is at 8:15 p.m. in the
Auditorium. Following his high school
career at Ohio State, in addition to
swimming and diving, he was
attracted to football and competed
in competitive diving courses.
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To Study Eskimo Culture

Curator Heads For Arctic

By PAUL D. ADAMS
State News Staff Writer

By Paul D. Adams, curator of the University of Chicago's Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago. The museum, has won the right to study Eskimo culture, beginning July 11, after a team of scientists has been chosen to carry out the work.

Dr. Maxwell said that the study in the Arctic is to be carried out by a team of scientists, including anthropologists, ethnographers, and archaeologists. The team will include members from the University of Chicago, the University of Michigan, the University of Minnesota, and the University of Wisconsin.

The study will focus on the culture of the Arctic, including its history, society, and economy. The team will also study the living conditions of the Eskimos, and their relationship with the environment.

Dr. Maxwell said that the study will be conducted in close cooperation with local communities and authorities, and that the results will be shared with the public to promote understanding and respect for the culture.

The study will take place in the Arctic, where conditions are harsh and living conditions are difficult. The team will have to adapt to the environment and work in challenging conditions.

Dr. Maxwell said that the study is important because it will help to preserve and protect the culture of the Arctic and its people. He said that the results of the study will be used to inform future policy and decision-making.

The study will be funded through a combination of public and private sources, including grants, donations, and partnerships with local communities.

Dr. Maxwell said that the team is ready to begin the study and is looking forward to working with the people in the Arctic to learn more about their culture and way of life.
Alumnus Breslin Returns
As Secretary of University

By CHARLES G. WELLS
Show News Staff Writer

The man who in his youth showed Michigan State as his calling place today serves as his secretary. Jack Breslin, secretary to the University president, has decided to return to his alma mater to become a member of the administration. His decision is a victory for the university, as Breslin was one of the few Michigan State students to graduate with his degree in 1946.

Breslin's decision was made after a careful consideration of his options. He had the opportunity to accept a position in the private sector, but he felt that his roots at Michigan State ran too deep to leave. Breslin's involvement in the university community goes beyond his role as a secretary, as he is also involved in various university committees and organizations.

While Breslin's decision may initially seem surprising, it is not without precedent. Many alumni have returned to their alma maters to serve in administrative roles, bringing a wealth of experience and knowledge to the university.

Breslin's return to Michigan State is a testament to the university's commitment to its alumni and its desire to bring back talented and dedicated individuals to serve in leadership positions.

What To Use Is Question
Elm Research Project

Editor's Note: This is the third in a series on a project in central Dutch elm disease.

By ERIC C. FISHER
Show News Staff Writer

The advisory committee on central Dutch elm disease is concerned about the growing threat of the disease to trees in our region. The committee has been working on a project to develop methods to control the disease and prevent its spread.

This project, which is funded by the state and federal governments, has received national attention. The committee has been working with university researchers and local experts to develop effective strategies to combat the disease.

The committee has been particularly focused on developing methods to control the disease in urban areas, where trees are closely spaced and the spread of the disease is more likely.

The committee's efforts have been successful, and the disease has been contained in several cases. However, the committee continues to monitor the situation and is always ready to adapt to new developments.

The committee's work has been recognized by the national and international communities, and it has received numerous awards for its efforts.

This project is a testament to the importance of collaboration between academia, industry, and government to address complex and pressing issues such as central Dutch elm disease.
Fun Without Cost At MSU

It doesn't cost a summer to have a good time at MSU. There is always a wealth of events, activities and events for students to enjoy.

BRAD E TCHER, Coke Distributor

Calendar of Events

Dance Workshop

A Dance Workshop will be held through July 29 in Old Redford Gymnasium. 

 bromn

"Ring Round the Moon"

"Ring Round the Moon," the state folk festival, will be held on the campus of the University of Michigan, Dearborn. 

Discusser

National Art Exhibition

A selection of national art will be on display at the University Art Center, Dearborn. 

BOWLING CLINICS

The first of a series of bowling clinics will be held at the Csrstening Club. You must register by July 9.

New York City—Picketing has resumed at a drive-in restaurant in New York City, the focal point of two weekend racial demonstrations. The Congress of Racial Equality pickets are protesting the restaurant's color bar policy which results in enforced segregation and the refusal of Negro integration leader Medgar Evers. The restaurant is located at 132 East 125th Street. 

JACOBSON'S SUMMER STORE HOURS

H O N DA - T U e s d a y, T U E S D A Y, T H U R S D A Y

9:30 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M.

CLOSET S AT U R D A Y S T H R O U G H A U G U S T 1 0

O P EN E V E R Y W E D N E S D A Y, U N T I L N I N E

C O L L E G E T R A V E L OFFICE

H L A I R - C H E C K T I M E - S A L A R Y

307 - 6 7 2 7

Where'd He Go?

what a wonderful TRANSEASONAL SKIMMER

w ear it now...

Nothing to it but pure chic for day and dinner. A homespun-look Attrayant basic that owes its subtle Skimming to the U-shaping in front, incurved seaming in back.

Continuing Ed Atlases

ACTIVITIES ATLAS—Melvin C. Buchanan, assistant director of Continuing Education, and James C. Potter, of MSU Information Services, examine a new atlas which plots the numerous extension activities of the Continuing Education Service.

Registration

(continued from page 1)

wouldn't have all the tests at once.

Each examining center receives late after normal school hours, students will place transfer review of all original transcripts and transcripts together, formalized, however, a simple coke date is a good

MEN'S CLUB LUNCHEON

The MSU Men's Club luncheon will be held in the lobby of Erickson Hall. The cost is $1.50 per person. 

Botanical Gardens

The Best-Gardens Botanical Gardens was recently awarded a $300 grant by the Student Horticultural Society. This is the second recognition the University has received for its construction of the gardens. The gardens are located in the north area of the campus. 

Baptist Students, Attend Study Fellowship

Every Tuesday 8 p.m.

American Baptist Student Center

326 Osburn, E. U.

July 2 Topic: "Conversion"

Further information call ED 2-8472

To the COLLEGE INN. Naturally! Todays Special!

SPAGHETTI - TASTY MEAT SAUCE - CREEP CORONATION CHOICE OF DRESSING - HOT ROLLS AND BUTTER - CRISP, TRASH OR LARGE COKE

95¢

*Smelts & Complete Dinners 10:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.*

THE COLLEGE INN

101 E. O.R.

Below College Drug

Tuesday, July 9, 1963
Students Will Need TV Guide In Fall

CCTV film tape library, but straters provide their own copy comes from the department in—
show involves the work of
and professional directors and cameramen," Davis said. •
ingly anxious. that construction term has made officials increas­
on campus at the beginning of fall
begin. _

“Right now we’re taping cours­
members and women. The
Courses, CCTV is presenting a
series of shows designed to orient
of the campus library and student

Ledge Playhouse

I can introduce to him  adult
and university enormous
potential has made the change
from real life to the stage.
Most firmly in currently
appearing at the Ledge Play­
house in Grand Ledge in the
production “Crisis” (Old
Louis). The correctly
beats the music in the
loved our dinner in “Marcia” who put “scream­
with for quite a

Negro is deadly, the
for the sweet little­
woman cannot bear to hear that there

time to read and leisure

Leisure time reading.

For your off hours we recommend that you browse our paperbound and souvenirs department. The latest in paperbound books and MSU souvenirs… the only place in town to carry the PETER ALLOY mug and plaque with the MSU seal.

WHAT’S NEW IN THE JULY ATLANTIC?

East Lansing’s Department Store For Students

CAMPUS BOOK STORE

Across from the Union Building
American Netters Split At Wimbledon

Billie Jean Moffitt, a 19-year-old coed from Long Beach, Calif., would have brought both top American titles to the United States, Miss McKenney, a star at Trinity University, San Antonio, Ohio native, had already assured herself of one, the last time she was in Wimbledon.

The East Lansing Chess Club is the time to service, up for "SUMMER MOTORING" Complete Spring Tune Up Inspection and Installation of Brakes and Springs. Mufflers lifetime guarantee FREE INSTALLATION Rebuilt Motors and Transmissions DISCOUNTS TO STUDENTS AND FACULTY KAMIN'S UTILE PARTS 526 N. LARCH IV 4-4596

How They Stand

At The All-Star Game

American League

Washington 41 45 .477

Chicago 45 47 .559

New York 48 36 .571

San Francisco 48 36 .571

Boston 49 37 .575

Detroit 50 36 .571

Kansas City 46 46 .489

Los Angeles 41 45 .477

Cleveland 44 40 .524

Baltimore 47 40 .540

Milwaukee 45 46 .500

Kansas City 86 46 .489

Cleveland 87 40 .667

Detroit 87 40 .667

Chicago 88 47 .679

Boston 88 47 .679

New York 90 47 .649

Washington 90 47 .649

Oakland 90 47 .649

Kansas City 91 46 .646

Boston 91 46 .646

San Francisco 91 46 .646


National League

St. Louis 50 50 .500

Cardinals 50 50 .500

Philadelphia 48 52 .478

St. Louis 48 52 .478

Chicago 51 49 .514

New York 51 49 .514

Pittsburgh 54 46 .559

Pittsburgh 54 46 .559

Philadelphia 56 44 .586

Pittsburgh 56 44 .586

St. Louis 59 41 .592

Chicago 59 41 .592

New York 59 41 .592

Philadelphia 60 40 .607

St. Louis 62 38 .627

Chicago 62 38 .627

New York 62 38 .627

St. Louis 63 37 .653

Chicago 63 37 .653

New York 63 37 .653

After his first 4 games in the series the Detroit fans were high. His Michigan State team had yielded 2 hit 13 run and 17 hit 2 run games. Thanks to the fact that Detroit fans were high and they had made up their minds to support him. The result was a 4 hit 1 run game. Deck was not happy about his porous defense and he was not ready. Last year, his defense was always right. The result was a 4 hit 1 run game. Deck would probably rather have the Mayoral mansion than the glove now. Probably in the long run when players have to go with the times. Detroit fans have to go with the times. Deck would probably rather have the Mayoral mansion than the glove now. Probably in the long run when players have to go with the times. Detroit fans have to go with the times.

Catalina MAGVTV, Kalamazoo WMAV-TV, Kalamazoo WWTV, Cadillac. Two Detroit area stations will broadcast the Lions road games. Other stations carrying the Lions' games are: WWUP-TV, Sault Ste. Marie, WIRT-TV, Marquette, WDCN-TV, Algoma, and WWUP-TV, Sault Ste. Marie. Two Detroit area stations will broadcast the Lions road games. Other stations carrying the Lions' games are: WWUP-TV, Sault Ste. Marie, WIRT-TV, Marquette, WDCN-TV, Algoma, and WWUP-TV, Sault Ste. Marie.
College Expenses Hidden

The cost of going to college may be much higher than you've imagined.

Students arriving on campus for the first time this fall have discovered the cost of attending MSU is not as low as advertised in the catalogue.

The first thing they find out is that most dormitories charge a compulsory fee. After registration the student will have to pay $100 in addition to room and board. In MSU's big Ten. Most entering freshmen and transfer students are the only dormitories that charge this fee.

The survey showed these average expenditures: $85 for room and board, $85 for personal expenses, $5 for transportation, $44 for supplies and $10 for other expenses. This comes to about $145 per semester.
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